
Is there something (or someone) I haven't fully
grieved? 
Is my grief due to "internal" or "external"
conditions?
 What do I need in order to accept and honor myself
and my life? (permission/courage/support/love?)

1.

2.

3.

 INFORMING THIS SESSION:

Grief is an innate and natural response to loss.
The pain of grief may be physical, mental,
emotional, or spiritual (see "Symptoms" List)
Grief is a process--it is ongoing.
Everyone you know is grieving something.
 If we hold "it" tight/close, we can't see it. 

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

3 QUESTIONS FOR
SELF-REFLECTION:

Ours is an
apprenticeship

in hope.
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“The friend who can be silent with us in a moment of
despair or confusion, who can stay with us in an hour
of grief and bereavement, who can tolerate not
knowing... not healing, not curing... that is a friend
who cares." - Henri Nouwen

Welcome - Centering Breaths 
Honoring Meditation - Observing and honoring 

what emerges in our hearts - 
Open Sharing

H O L D I N G  S P A C E

f o r  g r i e f

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/henri-nouwen-quotes


PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS of GRIEF (Incomplete List)
 

Stomach pain - Digestive dysregulation - Under or
over-eating - Drug misuse/abuse - Risk behaviors -

Sleep disruptions (over/under) - Migraines -
Nausea - Dizziness  - Heart Pain

EMOTIONAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS of
GRIEF (Incomplete List)

 
Anger - Fear - Chronic frustration -  Defensiveness 
 Othering/Blaming others - Hostility - All forms of
addiction - Irritability - Numbness - Daily weeping

Bitterness - Detachment  
Preoccupation with death/loss

Inability to show or experience joy
Feeling unsafe - Lack of trust (in self)

Thought disturbances (obsessions/delusions) - 
Lack of focus - Anxiety - Depression 

NOTE: Counseling/professional mental-health
support is helpful and  highly beneficial to
wellbeing. Please don't hesitate to seek out
the  assistance of professional/licensed
health care or mental health providers in your
area. 

SPIRITUAL  SYMPTOMS of GRIEF 
(Incomplete List)

 
ANY OF THE ABOVE, plus: 

Chronic Low energy, lack of life direction,
disconnection from Source/God/Nature, self-harm,

violence against others, all forms of war.



HONORING MEDITATION
Holding Space for Grief

Mayra Porrata, M.Ed.
 

If you feel comfortable doing so, close your eyes. Take a few, slow deep
breaths. Exhale slowly and mindfully. Do not rush your breath. Allow it to flow

in and out at your own pace and rhythm. 
 

For the next minute, there is nothing for you to do-----nowhere to go-----
nothing that needs your attention or energy, except sitting here with yourself.

 
As you breathe in, imagine yourself sitting somewhere beautiful---- you feel

safe --- you feel at home----you are at home in your body. 
 

For just this moment, imagine yourself truly at peace….without fear or
worry….without anxiety…..your nervous system feels calm but alert -----

  
As you settle deeper into this beautiful and welcoming space you hear

someone approaching --- you open your eyes to realize that it is YOU------ it is
YOU standing right there in front of you.

 
As you look at this person, who is actually you, you instantly know this person’s

entire life story--- you KNOW the ways they have suffered------ you KNOW the
ways they have been betrayed or betrayed others….you KNOW the ways they

have neglected themselves--- ------you KNOW their loneliness, their shame, and
sorrow………..you KNOW what they have endured, sustained, and barely

survived --- and so you quietly acknowledge to yourself 
“this person knows suffering.”   

 
As you realize this, you take a deep breath, as you exhale you notice how much

strength and courage this person has…….you realize that despite their
failings, missteps, or the ways that life has been cruel or harsh, they show up

for life-- for their life. 
 

This is your life. You are safe here. It is time to honor this blessing. 
 


